Greetings from TTC! We hope you and your graduated senior(s) are having a wonderful summer so far! As we approach the middle of summer, we offer you some articles to help during this exciting time of new adventures and transition.

And, in case you think they aren't paying attention, studies overwhelmingly show that teens are listening (even if they don't let you know it) and regard their parents as the most trusted source of information in their lives!

**Going to College: 7 Big Talks to Have Before They Leave.**

**How to deal when your child heads to college - a parents survival guide.**

**Let's Stop Seeing Age 18 as the Parenting Finish Line**

**10 Tips for Saying Goodbye to Your College-Bound Child**

**For Freshmen, Campus Life Poses New Risks**

**Everyone’s getting drunk: A guide to curbing college underage drinking for parents of freshmen**

**Life After High School, Parent Tool Kit**

We hope these resources are useful as you navigate through the many important conversations you are having with your graduate(s) as they move on to the next steps in their (and your) lives. Keep talking, they’re listening!
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